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ABSTRACT.   If G and H are graphs, define the Ramsey number r(G, H)

to be the least number p such that if the edges of the complete graph K„ are

colored red and blue (say), either the red graph contains G as a subgraph or the

blue graph contains H.   Let mG denote the union of m disjoint copies of G.   The

following result is proved:   Let G and H have k and I points respectively and

have point independence numbers of i and / respectively.   Then N — 1 <

r(mG, nH) < N + C, where N = km + In -  min(mi, mj) and where C is an

effectively computable function of G and H.   The method used permits exact

evaluation of r(mG, nH) for various choices of G and H, especially when m = n

or G = H.   In particular, r(rnK^, nK^) = 3m + In when m > n, m > 2.

1. Introduction.  Let G and H be graphs without isolated points. Following

Chvátal and Harary [1], define the Ramsey number r(G, H) to be the least integer

n such that if the edges of Kn (the complete graph on n points) are two-colored,

say red and blue, either the red graph contains G as a subgraph or the blue graph

contains H. Note that r(Kk, K¡) is the "ordinary" Ramsey number r(k, Í) for

which an extensive literature exists.  The evaluation of r(G, H) has received atten-

tion from several authors in recent years.  An extensive survey is given in [2].

In this paper we will generally follow the notation of Harary [3].  In parti-

cular, let nG denote the union of n vertex-disjoint copies of G. In §2 we obtain

surprisingly sharp and general upper and lower bounds for r(nG, nH) for G and

H fixed and n sufficiently large.  In §3 we extend these results to r(mG, nH), in

§4 to fc-graphs.  In §5 we consider a related problem of J. W. Moon concerning

the decomposition of a complete graph into complete monochromatic subgraphs

of prescribed size.  Finally, in §6 we give exact values for various cases.

2. The Ramsey numbers r(nG, nH). Again following [3], let p(G) denote

the number of points of G and let ß0(G) denote the number of points in a maxi-

mal independent set in G. As a special notation, let [X]2 denote the complete

graph on X and XY denote the complete bipartite graph on X and Y.  Also, let

r(G) = r(G, G); these we call the diagonal Ramsey numbers.
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Theorem 1.   Let p(G) = k, p(H) = I, and i - min(ß0(G), ß0(H)).  Then

(1) (k + l-i)n-l< r(nG, nH) <(k + l - i)n + C,

where C is a constant depending only on G and H.

We first prove Theorem 1 for G = H = K3. The more general proof to fol-

low will then have clearer intuitive appeal.  In fact, we show the following stronger

result, which has been shown independently by Seymour at Oxford (personal

communication).

Theorem 2. For n>2, r(nK3) = 5n.

Before turning to the proof of Theorem 2, we prove the following simple

result which will be used several times in the sequel.

Lemma 1.   Let F, G, and H be graphs, with p(G) = k, p(H) = /.   Then, if

m, n > 1,

r(G, F U H) < max(r(G, F) + I, r(G, H)),

r(mG, nH) < r(G, H) + (m - l)k + (n - 1)1.

Proof.   Let a complete graph on max(r(G, F) + I, r(G, H)) points be two-

colored.  If there is no red G, then there is certainly a blue H.  Remove the /

points of H from the graph.  Among the remaining points there must be a blue F.

Hence the original graph contains either a red G or a blue F U H, and the first

inequality follows. The second inequality follows from repeated application of

the first.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2. We show r(nK3) > Sn by exhibiting the coloring

of Figure 1 :

in - I
blue -'< - 1

|     blue    |

Figure 1

Formally, let \A\ = 3« - 1, \B\ = In - 1, \C\ = 1, with A, B, C disjoint.  Color

[AUBU C]2 by coloring [A]2 red, [P]2 blue, AB blue, AC blue, and BC red.

The reader can easily show that this is a two-coloring of KSn_1 without a mono-

chromatic nK3.

We show r(nK3) < Sn by induction. The finite demonstration for n = 2 is
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given in §6.  Now let n > 3, and fix a two-coloring of K5n. We need to show

the existence of a monochromatic nK3.  Since 5n > 6, there exists a monochro-

matic, say red, K3.

Assume there is no blue K3 on the remaining 5« - 3 points. Then, since

r(K3) = 6, by Lemma 1 we have r(nK3, K3) < 3« + 3 < 5« - 3, because n > 3.

Since there is no blue K3, there must be n disjoint red K3s as desired.

Now assume, on the other hand, that there is a blue K3 which is vertex-

disjoint from the red #3. That is \A\ = \B\ = 3, A n B = 0, [A]2 red, [B]2

blue. (See Figure 2(a).)

(a) (b)

Figure 2

Of the nine lines of AB at least five must be one color, say red. Then la G A

and bv b2 G B, such that {a, ftj}, {a, b2} are red. This yields (see Figure 2(b)) a

"bowtie": two K3, one red, one blue, with one common vertex. Deleting the bow-

tie we find, by the induction hypothesis, a monochromatic (« - l)K3. Adding the

appropriately colored K3 from the bowtie yields a monochromatic nK3 in the full

graph.    Q.E.D. (Theorem 2).

The next result, which is essentially the lower bound in Theorem 1, provides

a very useful lower bound for Ramsey numbers in general and is therefore given

separately.

Lemma 2.   Ifp(G) = k, p(H) = I, then

r(G,H)>k + l- min(j30(G), ß0(H)) - 1.

Proof.  We form a graph on k + I - ß0(G) - 2 points containing neither a

red G nor a blue H.   Let \A\ = k - ß0(G) - 1, \B\ = /- 1, A f> B - 0, and

color [B]2 blue, all else red (see Figure 3).

I        red        1 I        blue       I

k - ßu{G) - 1 / - 1

Figure 3

It is clear that there is no blue H; but a red G would have to use ß0(G) + 1 points

of B, which is impossible since they would all be independent in the red graph.

Thus r(G, H)>k + l- ß0(G) - 1; but by symmetry r(G,H)>k + l- ß0(H) - 1,
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and combining the two inequalities yields the desired result.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume ß0(G) >

ß0(H) = i. For the lower bound of (1) employ Lemma 2, with G replaced by nG

and H replaced by nH.  Then k and / become nk and nl.  Thus, since ß0(nG) =

nß0(G) and ß0(nH) = nß0(H), we have

tinG, nH)>nk + nl- min(ß0(nG), ß0(nH)) - 1

= n(k + l-i)-l.

We now show the upper bound in (1). Let n0 be a constant, dependent only

on G and H, to be described later. We find O 0 so that (1) holds for n <n0,

and now wish to apply induction. Fix a two-coloring x of the edges of the com-

plete graph on (k + I - i)(n + 1) + C points; we need to show the existence of a

red (n + 1)G or a blue (n + \)H.  Here n > n0, and we know r(nG, nH) <

(k + / - 0" + C.
By a "bowtie" we mean in this case a two-colored graph on < k + I - i

points containing a red G and a blue H.   An example of such a graph is one on

the set of points S = RUNUB where \R\ = k - i, \B\ = I - i, \N\ = i, all dis-

joint, [F]2 red, [P]2 blue, RN red, PTVblue, and the other edges unspecified.

(See Figure 4.)

.   0i:o=;0
Figure 4.   Bowtie

If the graph contains a bowtie then, deleting the bowtie, we find by induction a

monochromatic nG or nH, to which we add the appropriately colored G or F

from the bowtie giving a red (n + 1)G or a blue (n + l)H.

LetM> max(fc, T) - i be such that if \A\ = \D\ = M, A n D = 0, and AD

is two-colored, there exist A t ÇA, Di CD with \A x | = \Dl \ = max(fc, I)-i

and AlDl monochromatic. (The existence of such an Af is not hard to verify;

one may take Af = 2max(fc,')+1 for definiteness.) Assume, given a coloring x»

that there exist A, D with \A\ = \D\ = M, A n D = 0, [A]2 red, [D]2 blue.

We find Av Dx, with A1Dl monochromatic. (See Figure 5.)

If AlDl is red, we form a bowtie by taking F to be k - i points out of Av

N to be i points out of DY, and B to be / -1 other points of D. If A iD1 is blue,

we proceed similarly, taking N out of Al.

Finally, assume there do not exist monochromatic vertex-disjoint KM of
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monochromatic

Figure 5.   Large red and blue KM yielding bowtie

different colors.  For convenience, let y = (« + i)(k + l-i) + C = number of

points.  If y > r(M, M) we find a monochromatic KM, say red.  By Lemma 1,

Hin + 1)G, KM) < riß, KM) + nk< r(k, M) + nk.

Thus, provided y > r(M, M) and y - M > r(k, M) + nk, we either have a red

(n + l)G, in which case we are done, or else we have a blue KM disjoint from the

red one, a contradiction. Now we specify n0 to be an integer such that

(n0 + l)(k + l-i)>r(M,M),

(n0 + l)(Jfc + / - 0 - M - r(k, M)Ip > n0k.

Note that the definition of nQ depends only on G and //-in fact, only on k and

/. (Since C does not appear in the definition of n0, we have avoided circularity.)

To summarize, given n>n0 and a coloring x on the complete graph on

(k + I - /')(« + 1) + C points, one of the following holds:

(a) We find two monochromatic KM of different colors, in which case there

exists a bowtie so, by induction, a monochromatic (« + 1)C7; or

(b) there is no KM in one color, in which case the use of Lemma 1 gives

an (n + 1)G in the other color.    Q.E.D. (Theorem 1).

Note that in our proof of Theorem 1 we actually showed

(1) (k + I - i> - 1 < r(nG, nH),

(2) r((" + 1)G, (n + 1)H) < r(nG, nH) + (k + I - i) for n > n0.

The function g(ri) = r(nG, nH) - (k + I - i)n is integral, nonincreasing for

n> n0, and bounded from below.  Consequently, it is eventually constant.  Hence,

the following theorem.

Theorem 3.  Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exist nl and Cl

such that

KnG, nH) = (k + / - z> + Cx   forn>n1.

We note that we have not been able to find any upper bound on ni. That

is, we have not been able to show that n1 is a recursive function of G.
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3. The Ramsey numbers r(mG, nH).

Theorem 4. Let p(G) = k, p(H) = /, ß0(G) = i, and ß0(H) = f.   Then

km + In- min(mi, nj) - 1 < r(mG, nH)

< &m + In - min(mz, nj) + C,

where C is a constant depending only on G and H.

Proof.   The lower bound follows directly from Lemma 2. We will prove

the upper bound by induction on m + n. Starting the induction is trivial (for a

suitable value of C). Now assume the result to have been proved for all cases in

which m + n is less than some value TV, and consider a case in which m + n = N.

If either m or h is no greater than max(?, j), then by Lemma 1 the desired in-

equality holds, with some new value for C.

By a bowtie we will now mean a two-colored graph on kj + li - ij joints

containing simultaneously a red jG and a blue iH.   Suppose now we have a two-

coloring on km + In — min(mi, nj) + C points which contains a bowtie.  On re-

moving the bowtie one has a graph on

km + In- min(mi, nj) + C - kj - li + ij

= k(m -f) + l(n - 0 - min((m - j)i, (m - i)j) + C

points.  By the induction hypothesis, this graph contains either a red (m - j)G

or a blue (n - i)H, and hence the original graph contains either a red mG or a

blue nH   The argument is almost the same as that in the proof of Theorem 1

and will only be sketched.  Take Af = 2max<fc/-''>+1. Then, if C has been chosen

large enough, the graph contains a monochromatic (say red) KM.  By Lemma 1,

and again assuming C is large enough, the rest of the graph contains either a red

mG or a blue KM. In the former case we are done immediately; in the latter

case we have a monochromatic complete bipartite graph joining the two KM

sufficiently large to guarantee the existence of a bowtie.    Q.E.D.

It is possible to prove a considerably more general result than Theorem 4,

which may be stated as follows:  Let G and H be disjoint unions of graphs

chosen from a finite set G of graphs, and let p(G) = k, p(H) = /, ß0(G) = i,

and ßQ(H) = /.  Then k + l- min(i, j)- Kr(G, H) <k + I - min(/, j) + C,

where C depends only on G.  Although the ideas involved in the proof are

essentially the same as those in this paper, the details are tedious and will be

omitted.

4. ^-graphs. In this section we partially extend the results of Theorem 1

to fc-graphs. A fc-graph is defined as a set V of vertices and a set F of "edges"

where each edge e G E is a subset of V of cardinality k.   It is clear that general-
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ized Ramsey theory can be extended to fc-graphs, and indeed has been discussed

in [4]. Our proofs will be more sketchy than in the previous sections; also, for

clarity's sake, only diagonal numbers will be considered.

Theorem 5. Let G be a k-graph with no isolated points.   Then

Dn-Kr(nG) <Dn + C,

where D = D(G) will be defined in the proof and C is a constant depending only

on G.

Proof.   Let G have p points.  Let [X]k = {Y Ç X: \Y\ = k) denote the

complete &-graph on X. Let A, B be disjoint sets.  A coloring c of [A U B]k is

called canonical if the color of e G [A U B]k is dependent only on \e n A\. There

are only 2fc+1 canonical colorings, corresponding to (k + l)-tuples of red and

blue. Let c be such a coloring where \A\, \B\ are sufficiently large, with [A]k

red, [B]k blue.  Let rc be the least integer such that rc points from A and p — rc

points from B contain a red G (rc <p, since [A]k is red).  Let bc be the largest

integer such that bc points from A and p - bc points from B contain a blue G

(note that bc > 0).  Let

p + rc-bc   if rc>bc,

P tire<be.

If Dc > p then rc points from A together with p- bc points from B contain

both a red and a blue G.   That is, there is a bowtie on Dc points. If Dc = p, so

rc <bc, then rcbc points from A together with (p - rc)bc points from B form

both a red bcG (each G split rc, p - rc) and a blue bcG (rc G's split bc, p - bc;

the other (bc - rc) G's entirely in B). That is, there are pbc points that contain

a red and a blue bcG.  We shall call this a multibowtie.

We define D = min Dc over the 2fc_1 possible c with [yl]fc red and [B]k

blue.  The lower bound of Theorem 5 is trivial if D = p.   If not, let c be such

that D = DC. Split nD - 2 points into .4, 5, |^| = «rc - 1, |5| = nbc - 1,

and color [4 U 5]fe canonically by c.

The upper bound is by induction, beginning with n sufficiently large.  Fix

a coloring c.  Then the &-graph so colored must contain disjoint sets X, Y, colored

red and blue, where \X\, \Y\ are arbitrarily large (though independent of n); for

otherwise, by analogy with Lemma 1 the points may be split into G's of the

same color with a bounded number of points left over—so r(nG) would be

<np + C.  We pick \X\, \Y\ so large that there must be A Ç X, B Ç Y so that

A U B is colored canonically.  (This step requires strong use of Ramsey's theorem

and yields absurdly high bounds.) Say A U B is colored canonically by c; of

course Dc > D. We find a bowtie of D points (or perhaps, if Dc = p,a. multi-

¿>c =
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bowtie).  Deleting it and applying induction, we arrive at a proof of Theorem 5.

Q.E.D.
We note that the off-diagonal number could also be easily found.

Corollary. Let K^ denote the complete k-graph on p points.  Then

(2p -(k-l))n-l< r(nK^k)) < (2p -(k- l))n + C.

We suppress the proof which involves only a calculation of D.

5. Decomposition of Kn into monochromatic Kk. The following question

was first raised for the case k = 3 by J. W. Moon [5] :  What is the minimal in-

teger f(n, k), k <n, such that given a two-coloring of Kn it is possible to find

vertex-disjoint monochromatic Kk with < fln, k) points left over?  Note that the

Kk may be different colors. We are interested in k fixed, « large. Clearly f(n, k)

< r(k, k) - 1, as given any coloring of Kn we may delete monochromatic Kk

until there are < r(k, k) points left.

Theorem 6. Ifk is given, then for sufficiently large n,

fín, k) = r(k,k-l)-l+ rem(n -r(k, k- 1) + 1, k),

where rem(a, b) is the remainder when a is divided by b.

Proof.  We may color (see Figure 6) Kn by

n - rtk. k - 1 ) + 1 rtk. k - 1 ) - I

Figure 6

letting |F| = r(k, k- 1)- 1, feel »n- \B\, AC\B = 0, coloring [B]2 with no

red Kk and no blue Kk_i, coloring AB blue and [P]2 red. Then no point of B

can be part of a monochromatic Kk so the Kk must be all from A, leaving \B\ +

xem(\A1, k) points.

Now set u = (k- 1 )(/(£, k) -r(k,k- 1)) + (k- l)(k - 2) + 1, and fix

any 2-coloring of Kn, where n > r(u, «).  We find a monochromatic, say red, Ku

on a set C of points. We decompose the remaining points into monochromatic

Kk until a set D, \D\ < r(k, k), is remaining with no monochromatic Kk. Assume

D contains a blue Kk_ t on a set E. For x G E let Cx = {y G C: {x, y) is red}.

If any \CX\ > k - 1 we take x and k - 1 points of Cx, inducing a red Kk; delete
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this and continue.  If all \Cx\ < k - 1, then

U c,
xE£

>IC|-Z  IC,| = |C|-(*-lX*-2)>0,
x€£

so there exists y GC such that {y, x} is blue for xGE.   Thus F U {y} gives a

blue Dk; delete this and continue.

We may continue in this manner (|C| will decrease but u has been chosen

sufficiently large so that the above counting arguments continue to hold) until D

has been reduced to D1, \DX | < r(k, k - 1), and C to some Cl. Now D1 U C1

are our leftovers-but we further delete red Kk from Ct until a set C2, \C2 \ < k

remains.  As \D1 \ + \C1 \ = n (mod k),

\CA. = n-Wx\   (mod/:),

so

\C2\ = rem(n- |Dj|, fc);

therefore

A«. *) < l£>, I + IC2I = \Dl | + rem(n - |D, |, *)

< r(k, k - 1) - 1 + rem(« - rife, k - 1) + 1, k).      Q.E.D.

It would be of interest to try to extend this result to fc-graphs.

6. Some exact values.  In this section we will consider primarily some

special cases of r(nG, nH).  To find exact values for such numbers by the methods

of this paper, four steps are necessary.  First, one must find a lower bound for

r(nG, nH) of the form (k + 1 - i)n + C.   Second, one must evaluate r(n0G, n0H)

for some value of n0 for which the lower bound is achieved. Third, one must

show that <(w + l)G, (n + l)H) < r(nG, nH) + k + I - i for n > n0.  Finally,

one must evaluate r(nG, nH) for n <n0.  Of these four steps, no general methods

of carrying out the second and fourth are known, and each problem must be met

on an ad hoc basis.  About the first and third, however, it is possible to say some-

thing general of substance, albeit not as much as one would like.

Lemma 2 gives a very useful lower bound on r{nG, nH), one which probably

determines its ultimate value in a great many cases.  But as Theorem 2 shows, it

is sometimes possible to do better. The lower bound of Theorem 2 can be gener-

alized, although somewhat clumsily. We first note that Ramsey numbers still make

sense if one or both arguments are replaced by some class of graphs; such a gen-

eralization is indicated in [1].

Lemma 3.   Let G and H be graphs with p(G) = k. Let H be the class of
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maximal graphs formed by nH by removing at most mk - 1 independent points

in all possible ways.   Then r(mG, nH) > mk + r(G, H) - 1.

Proof.  Obvious.

Although this result appears awkward to apply, this is not always the case.

For instance, in Theorem 2, in which m = n and G = H = F3, fí consists of the

single graph nK2, and r(G, H) is easily seen to be 2« + 1, yielding r(nK3) > 5«

as desired.

To pro/e that r((m + 1)G, (n + l)H) <r(mG, nH) + k + l-i for appro-

priate m and «, it is sufficient to prove that a two-colored complete graph on that

many points has either a red (m + 1)G, a blue (n + 1)H, or a bowtie.  It turns

out that in many cases it can be shown that if one has a red G and a disjoint

blue H one must have a bowtie between them.  In addition it is easy to see that

any graph on that many points must have a red (m + 1)G, a blue (n + l)H, or a

red G and a blue H disjoint from each other. This leads us immediately to the

following result.

Lemma 4.  Let p(G) = k, p(H) = I, i = min(ß0(G), ß0(H)), and suppose

that any two-colored graph containing a mutually disjoint red G and blue H con-

tains a bowtie.   Then, ifm>l,n>l,

r((m + 1)G, (n + l)H) <r(mG, nH) + k + l-i.

Unfortunately the conditions of Lemma 4 are not always met, for instance

for G = H = F4; nevertheless they often are, as will be seen. We will now begin

the study of specific cases by completing the proof of Theorem 2, and generalizing

it.

Theorem 7. Let m > n > 1, m > 2. Then r(mK3, nK3) = 3m + 2m.

Proof.  We first apply Lemma 3.  H consists of the single graph nK2, and

it is easy to see that r(K3, nK2) > 2« + 1, so r(mK3, nK3) > 3m + 2n.

The hypotheses of Lemma 4 have been shown, by the proof of Theorem 2,

to be satisfied.  Thus r((m + l)K3, (n + 1)K3) < r(mK3, nK3) + 5. Hence the

desired result will follow from the initial conditions r(2K3) < 10, r(mK3, K3) <

3m + 2. We first show r(2K3) < 10, which also completes the proof of Theorem

2.

Fix a two-coloring of F10 and assume there is no monochromatic 2F3. We

easily see that if there were no monochromatic 2F3, there would exist a bowtie,

which we now fix. The five points not in the bowtie must not contain a mono-

chromatic F3, so our F10 must be as in Figure 7.

By symmetry we may assume three of the edges 0/, 5 < / < 9, are blue. If Of.,
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-= red

= blue

Figure 7

0i2, 0i3 are blue, two of iv i2, i3 are adjacent in the blue graph so, by symmetry,

we assume 05, 06 blue. Now 56034 is a bowtie so 12789 must be two-colored

without a monochromatic K3, so the blue lines must form a pentagon.  As 12,

78, 89 are already blue either 19, 27 or 17, 29 are blue.  The cases are symmetric,

so we assume the latter, with the remaining edges of 12789 red. Now, 19, 96 red

implies 61 blue (otherwise 169, 034 red) so 61034 is a bowtie, hence 25789 is a

blue pentagon; but 92, 95, 98 are already blue, a contradiction.

We next show that r(2K3, K3) < 8. In [5] it was shown that if F8 is two-

colored, it contains two disjoint monochromatic triangles.  If both are red, we are

done; if one is blue, we are also done.  Therefore r(2F3, F3) < 8; but then suc-

cessive applications of the first part of Lemma 1 yield r(mK3, K3) < 3m + 2 for

m > 3 as desired.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 8.

K^i,3) = 6>

rtjnKy 3, «Fj 3) = 4m + n - 1, m > n, m > 2.

Proof.  The first part is easy; see [6].  In [7] it is established that

r(2K1 3) = 9, and Lemma 2 shows that r(mK13, nKl3) > Am + n- 1.  Also,

an easy calculation, which we omit, shows that r(2Kl 3, Fj 3) = 8.  Successive

applications of the first part of Lemma 1 establish that r(mK1 3, Kl 3) < 4m.

Another easy calculation shows that the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied, so

that r((m + 1)F13, (n + 1)F13) < r(mKl3, nKl3) + 5, and the theorem fol-

lows by induction.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 9. Ifp(G) - k, then r(nG, nK2) = (k + 1)« - 1.

Proof.   By Lemma 2, r(nG, nK2) > (k + 1)« - 1. To prove the other
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half of the result it suffices to let G = Kk. Certainly HKk, K2) = k; moreover,

the conditions of Lemma 4 are clearly satisfied, so the result follows immediately.

Q.E.D.
Let P3 denote a path on three points (not edges). Chvátal and Harary [8]

have shown that if p(G) = k, then r(G, P3) = k if G has a 1-factor, and r(G, P3) =

2k - 2ßl(G) - 1 otherwise, where ß^G) is the number of lines in a maximal in-

dependent set in G.   In our final theorem, we extend this result.

Theorem 10. Ifp(G) = k, then, provided n>2,

l(fc + 2)n-l    ifG = Kk,

<nG,nP3) = iik + i)n_i    ifG^Kk

Proof.   The lower bound follows easily from Lemma 2.  For the upper

bound, first assume G = Kk. Fix a two-coloring of K2k+3. By the result of

Chvátal and Harary quoted above, H2Kk, i>3>= 2k, so we can assume we have a

blue P3.  Remove these three points, leaving a two-coloring of K2k.  But by the

same result there must now exist a red 2Kk or another blue P3. Thus r(2Kk, 2P3)

= 2k.   It is easy to see that the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied; thus we are

immediately led to the result r(nKk, nP3) = (k + 2)n - 1.

We now must show rijiG, nP3) < (k + 1)« - 1 if G =£ Kk; we will omit

many details. We may assume that G = Kk - x; that is, the graph formed by re-

moving one edge from Kk. Again, Lemma 4 is applicable, leaving only the prob-

lem of establishing that r(2(Kk - x), 2P3) = 2k + 1.  Fix a two-coloring on

K2k+1 and assume that there is neither a red 2(Kk - x) nor a blue 2P3.  Consider

the largest component C of the blue subgraph. All other blue components have

one or two points. Let v be a point of maximal (blue) degree in C.   The degree

of u must be at least 3. Now consider the graph formed by removing v from C.

This graph must contain aP3.  At most one blue line emanating from v can go

to a point not in that P3. This leads to two cases; each one can easily be seen to

lead to a blue graph whose complement contains a red 2(Kk - x), a contradicition.

Q.E.D.
An exact result of particular interest to obtain would be the value of

r(nK4), at least for large n. It is easy to see, for instance by Lemma 3, that

r(mKk, nK¡) > km + In- min(m, n) + r(k - 1, / - 1) - 2 in general.  It is con-

jectured that for large m and n equality is achieved; so perhaps ririK^) = 7« + 4

for large n.

The results of this section are of interest in themselves, but they are also

significant in that they indicate a deficiency in the rest of the paper. The bounds

on C and n0 that come out of the proof of Theorems 1 and 4 are very large,

being essentially double exponentials, and the «x of Theorem 3 has no known
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bound at all.  These bounds essentially come from the proof of the existence of

a bowtie.  In this section we have seen that often it requires relatively few points

to force a bowtie.  This is also true in [9], where similar ideas occur.  It seems

quite possible that more reasonable general bounds can be found for the constants

in Theorems 1 and 4, or even for Theorem 3.
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